
 

 

 

 

FH quiz with answers 

Situation 

The umpire notices the goalie has no wrap-around throat protector. 

Penalty 

Call a time out. Card the goalie who must leave the field for the duration of the penalty 

and must be replaced by another fully outfitted goalie. Since the team must play short, 

the coach shall designate a field player to come off the field for the duration of the card. 

The original goalie may return after serving their penalty if they comply with the 

equipment rules. 

If the team cannot provide a wrap-around throat protector, that team shall forfeit the 

game. Rule 1-8-PENALTY p. 14 

 

Situation 

A goalie and some field players are waiting in the substitution area. The umpire calls a 

time out for the goalie substitution. What are the procedures 

a. Should the subbing goalie wait for the goalie whom they are replacing to exit 

before entering the field? 

b. Should the field players wait for their teammates to exit before entering the field? 

c. Can players who are not in the sub area at the whistle (stopping the clock) run up 

to enter at the same time? 

Answers 

In Official’s Guide p. 70 

a. There is no need for the goalie in the sub area to wait. 

b. Any field players subbing at the same time must wait until the players being 

replaced come off the field. 

c. Players not in the sub area at the signaling of the time out may not enter the 

game during the goalie sub time out. The must wait and play resumes and follow 

the “during play” substitution rules. 



 

 

 

Situation 

During a penalty corner, defender #12 enters the circle prior to the insertion. The official 

sends #12 back to the 50-yard line. The corner is reset with the goalie and 3 defenders 

behind the endline. During play of the repeated corner where the ball has come one 

foot outside the circle and reentered, there is a defender foul. During administration of the 

corner the official notices there are four field players defending. Is this correct? 

 

Answer 

Incorrect procedure. Since this is a repeated corner, the team must still play short 

behind the endline. See criteria for a repeated corner on p. 45 Rule 10-3-1a-f 

 

Situation 

At the end of a game where the score is 4-0, the losing team is awarded a penalty 

corner. 

a. Time expires while the attack is still setting up their corner. Should the corner 

be played out? 

b. The attack is able to insert the ball with 3 seconds remaining. The horn 

sounds during play in the circle. Whistle the end of the game? 

 

Answers 

While the scoring of a goal would not make any difference in the outcome: 

a. Whistle the end of the game 

b. Allow play to continue 

P. 45 Rule 10-3-3 Extended Play Only. If the penalty corner is awarded at the end of the 

game, the game shall continue in order to complete the penalty corner unless the 

scoring opportunity of the goal would not influence the outcome of the game. If time 

expires at the end of a quarter or end of the game after the insertion from the end line, 

play shall continue until the penalty corner is completed. 


